This paper presents an area-filtering algorithm for antialiasing technique of computer graphics images. It can be applied to low-resolution image, which the aliasing effect is more visible. Unlike supersampling technique, which costs too much to do well, this technique is simple and suitable for VLSI implementation. Without changing the current PC-based graphics-hardware architecture, this 'technique costs little overhead and improves the image quality of aliasing images 5-10 dB on the average.
INTRODUCTION
Acceleration hardware of real-time 3D graphics has become mainstream in consumer products. Once available primarily on high-end workstations, 3D rasterization hardware has been available on the PC platform since 1995. Due to efforts made by several graphics chip vendors, both performance and quality are greatly improved than the initial products, and within the range of workstation 3D graphics. Anti-aliasing is an important feature of 3D graphics. There are two popular methods [ 11 adopted to llfill this goal, prefiltering and postfiltering. One of the prefiltering algorithm, Catmull's algorithm [2] , is an example of an analytic (and expensive) approach using unweighted area sampling. Carpenter's A-buffer algorithm [3] approximates Catmull's algorithm by bit mask and reduces the implementation cost, but the polygons should be in depth-sorted order, which contains complex operations and is not regular for dedicated hardware design. The postfiltering method often uses supersampling of a rendered image, the samples are combined according to a filter weighting in a discrete version of the continuous convolution and sampling. Usually, in order to get ideal image quality, an image large than original image by 4x4 is created and is down-sampled to original size. For example, the hardware rasterization capacity should reach 960-1280 Mpixels/s (at 400MHz P-11, about 60-80
Mpixeldsec required for CPU-limited WinBench3D98 score at 800x600 resolution [4] ) to render 3200x2400 temporal image. This is far beyond the capacity of existing PC-platform 3D graphics accelerators. And large memory size is demanded to buffer temporal image makes resulting in implementation complexity impossible to be implemented. In this paper, we would like to present one postfiltering method, which is called area filtering, to enhance the aliasing images due to low sampling rate, while the rasterization complexity and memory size are the same as existing 3D graphics accelerators. The algorithm is discussed in the following sections.
AREA FILTERING ALGORITHM
The polygons drawn so far have a common problem: they have jagged edges. This undesirable effect is specially visible at high-intensity-transition regions. To eliminate the aliasing effect, we propose a system block diagram as shown in Fig. 1 . First, The images generated from rendering hardware are transformed to gray-level images, because aliasing effect is more apparent in high intensity-transition regions. Then Sobel or Prewitt operators are applied to gray-level images and edge bitmaps are generated. From edge bitmaps we can apply fill search block matching algorithm (BMA) to find block's matched vector (this vector contains edge orientation information). And fiom matched vectors we know how to filter the aliasing edges by applying the weighting model. In the following sub-sections we will describe each functional block in detail.
Edge B h p -- 
Create Edge Bitmap
Edge detection has been found to be important as the first step in recognition of objects in images. For objects rendered in computer graphics, the surfaces of each object are relatively invariant to change in luminance. And the aliasing effect usually happens at object (or polygon) junctions. To eliminate the undesired effect, in first step, the luminance information is extracted fiom rendered color images by converting to YUV format. In the second step, by applying Sobel or Prewitt operators to gray-level images and making the threshold decision, we can get the edge bitmap shown in Fig. 2(a) . 
Find Edge Orientation
Before filtering aliasing edges, the edge's orientation should be determined. The full search block matching algorithm is a good method to effectively determine edge orientation from the matched vector as shown in Fig. 2@ ).
First, image is divided to many blocks, each block contains NxN pixels. In this example, the image is divided to 4x4 blocks. Because the image is processed in raster scan manner, so for each block, matched vectorfinder (MVF) only searches bottom half of the search range. From Fig. 2(b) we know the edge usually spans many blocks. These blocks have similar matched vectors, this feature is useful for the weighting model described lately. The advantage of this method is to eliminate most blocks that contain no edges by the simple test, and these blocks need no further process. Table 1 shows that only small part of image contains edges, which needs to be processed. 
Establish Weighting Model
In computer graphics, jagged edges are the result of an all-or-nothing approach to scan conversion in which each is replaced with the polygon's color or is left unchanged.
In fact, each polygon contributes color to single pixel depending on it's area covering this pixel. We propose the weighting model to simulate the area covered by polygons along edges. As shown in Fig. 3(a) , we classify the edge's orientation into four regions as shown below: region I mvx 2 mvy. region II mvx < mvy. regionUr abs(mvx) < mvy. regionIV abs(mvx) 2 mvy.
While (mw,rnvy) is the matched vector. We only create the weighting model for region I, and this model can be applied to region II-IV simply after index substitution as shown in Fig. 3@ ).
The edge can be modeled as two parameters, M and N. 
False Edge Test
If one block contains multiple edges (comers, vertex shared by multiple polygons or inaccurate edge detection), the block pattern maybe differs from the pattern derived from matched vector largely. So, the different value must be limited to threshold value TD:
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Where Bo is original block pattern, BD is derived block pattern, and NxN is block size. Table 2 shows different threshold value affects image quality. From simulation we know, if we set block size to 5x5, threshold value is set to 2 or 3 resulting in better PSNR value. where block size is 5x5.
Continuity Test
The orientation vectors should not change their direction abruptly along the edges supersampling image and find their error distribution as shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . We-know that after applying area filtering algorithm, the high error distribution region (i.e. error>50) is suppressed greatly and moved to low error distribution region caused by approximated error.
From test images we know aliasing effect is more visible in high error distribution region. Table 3 shows the PSNR comparison between aliasing and filtering images. (4 Fig. 7 : (a) 4x4 supersampling "Geometry" image. (b) aliasing image. (c) area filtering image. 
4.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have proposed the area filtering algorithm to eliminate aliasing effect of computer graphics images. The image quality can be improved about 5-10 dB without increasing large overhead. It's impossible to find all edge and maintain coherence of edges by using simple edge detection operator. So, more research on accurate and robust edge locator during rendering phase will be conducted in the future.
